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ABSTRACT
Traditional DDoS attack detection monitors volumetric traffic fea-
tures to detect attack onset. To reduce false positives, such detection
is often conservative—raising an alert only after a sustained period
of observed anomalous behavior. However, contemporary attacks
tend to be short, which combined with a long detection delay means
that most of the attack still reaches and impacts the victim. We pro-
pose Xatu, a system that utilizes auxiliary signals to improve the
accuracy and timeliness of existing DDoS detection systems. We
explore two types of auxiliary signals, attack preparation signals
and the history of prior attacks. These signals can be easily mined
from existing traffic monitoring systems in many ISP networks. To
leverage these auxiliary signals for attack detection, we propose a
multi-timescale LSTM model, which derives both long-term and
short-term patterns from diverse auxiliary signals.We then leverage
survival analysis to quickly detect attacks when they occur while
minimizing false positives and thus scrubbing costs. We evaluate
Xatu on traffic from a large ISP, using commercial defense alert data
to label prevalent attack events. Xatu would help the commercial
defense scrub up to 44.1% additional anomalous traffic and would
reduce its median detection delay by 9.5 minutes.1
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1 INTRODUCTION
Operational defenses against distributed denial-of-service (DDoS)
attacks often detect the start of anomalous traffic based on volume-
based or duration-based thresholds [21, 23, 76, 84]. Traffic is then
sent to scrubbing centers, which typically attempt to identify and
remove attack flows using threshold-based approaches. However,
these approaches can be easily gamed by attackers, usually by
launching short attacks [22, 38, 63]. For example, the work [63]
reports that 63% of DDoS attacks are shorter than 5 minutes and
77% are less than 10 minutes. Thus, by the time a detection system
triggers scrubbing, the attack has already ended.

DDoS detection could try to be more sensitive, to detect attacks
sooner, but higher sensitivity will lead to false positives. Benign
traffic can be bursty, and triggering mitigation too often can be
costly. It is difficult to achieve accurate and timely DDoS mitigation
just based on incoming traffic volume. We need additional signals
to understand when traffic increase is due to an impending attack,
and when it is simply due to fluctuating traffic patterns.

In this paper, we propose to boost existing, traffic-based DDoS
attack detection with auxiliary signals, which capture attack prepa-
ration and attack history. In many cases, with auxiliary signals, it
is possible to more accurately discriminate between benign traffic
spikes and the attack, and trigger timely mitigation. Our system
does not replace existing, traffic-based detection, but simply boosts
it, increasing its accuracy.

Our key observation is that in practice attackers often repeat the
same types of attacks on the same victims, they leverage spoofing
and reuse previously compromised hosts in attacks. While it is
certainly possible to generate attacks that do not exhibit these
traits (e.g., fully random, always using new bots, and not spoofing),
such a practice would be too costly for attackers and is thus not
likely. In this work we leverage auxiliary signals, which reflect
current attack practices, to boost DDoS detection. Attackers need
many preparatory steps to launch large-scale, high-volume attacks.
They must launch servers (e.g., purchasing or establishing botnets),
explore vulnerabilities (e.g., experimenting with different types
of attacks), test software (e.g., start with small traffic or attacks),
and they often deploy the attack in phases (e.g., gradually increase
attack rate or the number of attackers) [3, 7, 16, 19, 42, 73]. These
behaviors can be captured by auxiliary signals, mined from sampled
NetFlow data, which many service providers already collect.

We identify two types of auxiliary signals: (1) Attack preparation
signals, which can signal an impending attack – an increase in
incoming traffic to a customer from spoofed sources, from sources
that appear on public or private blocklists, and from sources of
previous attacks. Large network providers are in a unique position
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to observe these attack preparation signals because they serve
many customers (potential attack targets) and see all or majority of
their customers’ incoming traffic. (2) Attack history, which includes
previous instances of different types of attacks, start time, and their
victims. Because network providers often deploy a commercial or
home-grown DDoS attack detection, their past detection signals
can be leveraged to establish models of attack behavior for a given
attack source or group of sources, and for a specific customer, or a
group of related customers.

Our auxiliary signals are only weakly correlated with attacks,
may happen long before attacks, and are sometimes noisy or in-
complete (e.g., inaccurate blocklists). The research challenge lies
in how to best leverage these signals to boost detection, without
creating false positives. We propose Xatu, a framework that lever-
ages machine learning over several time periods on rich auxiliary
signals, along with volumetric signals, to boost DDoS detection.
As an add-on boost to traffic-based DDoS detection, Xatu is easier
to deploy and costs less than a complete replacement of current
detection systems. In addition to the choice of features used to
boost detection, there are two key challenges in the choice of the
appropriate machine learning techniques:
Integrating long-term and short-term signals with multi-
timescale LSTM. Diverse types of auxiliary signals can be ob-
served inmany days preceding an attack, and these auxiliary signals
can be weak, intermittent, and variable. Xatu chooses a highly-
parameterized LSTM model to learn complex time-series repre-
sentations even from multiple types of weak auxiliary signals. To
extend this model to work with many features from multiple days
of data over tens of thousands of time steps, Xatu uses a multi-
timescale LSTM [12] to mine information from auxiliary signals at
multiple granularities from minutes to hours. This approach allows
Xatu to learn to model complex properties of the input that occur
both minutes and days before an attack.
Balancing early detection accuracy and cost with survival
analysis. Our goal is to produce accurate estimates of an upcoming
attack, at the right time, because a detection that is too early can in-
crease scrubbing costs. Xatu employs a survival analysis model that
describes the start time of an attack with a cumulative probability
of the attack’s occurrence. We use a loss function [89] that cali-
brates attack probability to balance early detection accuracy with
detection time. The loss function enables early detection by maxi-
mizing the likelihood of detecting at any time before ground-truth
detection, but minimizing the likelihood of making the detection
throughout non-attack periods. This setup takes into account the
process of developing attack events; a process that is ignored in
pure classification systems.

We evaluate Xatu on a unique dataset from a large network
provider, spanning 100 days and 18.5 TB of sampled Netflow data,
accompanied by DDoS detection signals of 6 prevalent attack types
from a state-of-the-art commercial DDoS defense – Arbor NetScout
(See §2.1 for more details). Xatu detects attacks 9.5 minutes earlier
thanNetScout bymedian and only increases traffic sent to scrubbing
by 0.1% over the ideal case. Early detection capabilities of Xatu
improve the percentage of anomalous traffic sent to scrubbers, i.e.
effectiveness, from 62.6% to 90.2% by the median. Xatu is robust
to attackers that are capable of changing attack volume and rate
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Figure 1: CDef consists of CDet that is used for attack detec-
tion and CScrub that is used for filtering.

to avoid NetScout’s detection. Xatu also works well with different
attack detection systems, such as FastNetMon[64].

2 EARLY DDOS ATTACK DETECTION
2.1 Commercial DDoS Defense
Figure 1 shows a typical commercial attack defense infrastruc-
ture [26, 34, 38, 39, 56, 58, 81] (denoted asCDef) at network providers.
The infrastructure consists of commercial attack detection appli-
ances (denoted as CDet) and scrubbing centers (denoted as CScrub).
CDef monitors either all or sampled incoming traffic (e.g., using
NetFlow), and generates attack alerts and signatures to identify
anomalous traffic (Step 1○ and Step 2○). The attack signatures usu-
ally specify the traffic’s destination address or prefix, transport pro-
tocol, and source and/or destination ports. For instance, Figure 2(a)
shows an example of a UDP attack detected by CDet deployed in a
large regional network provider. CDet detects an attack at 15 min-
utes and generates a signature identifying the victim’s destination
address, transport protocol as UDP, and source port number as 53.
CDet uses such coarse-grained signatures to redirect anomalous
traffic to CScrub for further inspection (Step 3○ in Figure 1). CScrub
identifies attack flows, using proprietary algorithms, and drops
them, while it delivers clean (legitimate) traffic back to the network
provider and its customers (Step 4○ in Figure 1). Once the attack is
mitigated, CScrub alerts customers to stop diverting their traffic for
scrubbing. CScrub incurs costs based on the total amount of traffic
it handles [32, 34, 56, 77]; this cost is passed on to the customers.
A network provider may host CDet and CScrub in their network
(e.g., buy a NetScout appliance), or outsource one or both of these
functionalities to the cloud and/or a third-party defense provider
(e.g., Cloudflare).

2.2 Our Dataset from a Large ISP
For an illustration of DDoS defense challenges in this Section and
for evaluation in §6, we use a dataset from a large ISP with a global
presence. The ISP serves more than 1,000 customer networks from
all over the world, including North America, Asia, and Europe.
These networks include telecom, healthcare, financial, online shop-
ping sites, government, and education sectors, thus traffic that this
ISP transit is very diverse and high volume (1 B packets per second).
Our dataset includes sampled NetFlow records from all POPs in the
ISP network, for a total of 18.5 TB of data, covering 100 days. The
ISP also runs a popular commercial defense—NetScout [62]. Our
dataset includes more than 10 K attack alerts from NetScout.
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Figure 2: An example UDP attack describing the start of
anomalous traffic and CDet detection. A: anomalous traf-
fic; B: anomalous traffic sent to CScrub; C: extraneous traffic
sent to CScrub.

2.3 Problems of Late Detection
Today, both commercial [62, 64] and academic [20, 48, 70, 88] DDoS
defenses are reactive in nature and can only detect an attack after
it has established clear anomalous traffic patterns. For operational
reasons, detection must be conservative to avoid sending too many
alerts to operators and to reduce scrubbing costs. As a result, CDet
can incur late detection and, in case of short-lived attacks, CDet
may divert only a small portion of anomalous traffic2 to CScrub.

We quantify the problem of late detection with mitigation ef-
fectiveness (effectiveness for short) measure, denoting the portion
of anomalous traffic that is sent to CScrub by CDet. To define this
metric, we leverage CDet’s detection signals and anomaly (attack)
signatures to go back in time and analyze all traffic matching the
signature, prior to detection.We then identify the onset of the anom-
aly by looking for the sudden, sustained increase in the matching
traffic, using CUSUM algorithm [10, 27] (see Appendix A). This is
illustrated in Figure 2(a) for one attack in our dataset, which was
a UDP flood. The attack was detected at 15 minutes after an hour.
We analyze traffic prior to the attack and collect the volume of
UDP traffic going to the attack’s victim. There is a clear increase
in UDP traffic at 9 minutes, and we denote this as “anomaly start”
and Area A becomes our ground truth for attack duration. CDet
detects the attack at 15 minutes when the traffic exceeds thresholds
from CDet, and then all traffic is sent to CScrub (Area B). We define
effectiveness as the percentage of A that is sent to CScrub, i.e., 𝐵/𝐴.
CDet has low effectiveness. To motivate our work, we analyze
all alerts generated by CDet in our dataset. Nearly 74% of attacks
are shorter than 20 minutes, and nearly 75% of attacks have peak
anomalous traffic lower than 21Mbps. Late detection becomes a
critical issue as attacks become stealthier, with shorter duration and
lower volumes, leading to late scrubbing. Late detection not only
hurts the customer experience but can also cause SLA violations
and revenue loss for provider networks [80]. Therefore, there is a
clear need to boost early attack detection and divert more of the
attack traffic to CScrub.

2We denote traffic matching the attack detection signature as anomalous. This may be
a mix of legitimate and attack traffic.

short attacks medium attacks
long attacks overall attacks

(a) Low effectiveness of existing CDet. (b) Increase in scrubbing overhead due
to early detection.

Figure 3: Challenges faced by existing CDet.

2.4 Cost of Early Detection
One could detect attacks earlier, either by increasing the existing
detection system’s sensitivity or, as we propose, by boosting traffic-
based detection with auxiliary signals.

Early detection could help redirect most or all anomalous traffic
(area A in the Figure 2(b)) to CScrub, increasing defense effective-
ness to its ideal 100%.

However, early detection could also occur much before an attack
(before area A), or it could be erroneous – detecting an attack
when it does not occur. In those cases, it would send additional,
extraneous traffic to CScrub, exceeding the ideal case where traffic is
only scrubbed during an actual attack. Additional scrubbing incurs
additional, unnecessary cost3, compared to an ideal case. We define
the cost metric scrubbing overhead (overhead for short), as the ratio
of extraneous traffic sent to CScrub (area C in Figure 2(b)) divided
by anomalous traffic (area A), i.e., 𝐶/𝐴.

We report cumulative overhead per customer (cu) of a network
provider, over multiple attack instances (at), i.e.,

∑
at Cat

cu/
∑
at Aat

cu.
Figure 3(a) and Figure 3(b)show the trade-off between overhead

and the effectiveness of CDet. We assume a naïve, early detection
where all attacks are uniformly detected 𝑁 minutes before the
actual CDet’s alert. Since both effectiveness and overhead depend
on the attack’s duration, we show the results for short, medium, and
long attacks separately. On average, uniformly alerting 15 minutes
before CDet would achieve ideal effectiveness (100%) but at the
cost of sending 8–12% more traffic to CScrub than in the ideal
case. Conversely, if detection occurred 3 minutes before CDet, the
effectiveness would drop to 74.8%, but the overhead would also
drop to 1.2%. The improvement in effectiveness is largest for short
attacks (< 5 min), which are currently mitigated only 50% of the
time (x=0 point in Figure 3(a)) because CDet reacts slowly to their
unexpected increase in anomalous traffic. The cost of early alerts
is the largest for long attacks (green line in Figure 3(b)), because
they also include significant traffic in the preparation phase (> 15
min). Obviously, there are advantages to early attack detection, but
sophistication is needed to balance effectiveness with overhead.

3CScrub either charges customers based on peak traffic during an attack or based
on the amount of legitimate traffic sent back to the customer. In both cases, running
CScrub can be expensive [33, 34, 55].
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2.5 Early Attack Detection Goal
Our goal is to boost attack detection early enough to maximize
effectiveness while keeping the overhead small. To achieve this, we
need to improve the accuracy and timeliness of attack detection
using our proposed system – Xatu.

We improve timeliness by leveraging auxiliary signals (regulari-
ties in attack events and information about source past behaviors)
in addition to the traffic volume, to train powerful, multi-timescale
machine learning models. Such models help us detect attacks early,
with high accuracy.

We keep overhead metrics small by using survival analysis to
bound the overhead of early detection during training. This teaches
our model to optimize our alert time while maintaining high detec-
tion accuracy.

2.6 Xatu Deployment
We envision that Xatu would be deployed in a network provider,
which already has a DDoS detection system, and wants to boost
its accuracy and timeliness. The provider would continuously feed
their sampled NetFlow data, some publicly available data (e.g, public
blocklists), and attack alerts from their existing DDoS detection
system into Xatu in real time. Xatu is not in the line of traffic, it
operates passively on data feeds.

When Xatu detects an attack early, it would provide new attack
alerts, which precede those eventually generated by the existing
detection system. These alerts would be used in an automated
fashion by the network provider to trigger attack mitigation and
direct traffic matching the alert signature to CScrub for filtering.
CScrub monitors the anomalous traffic and stops Xatu’s detection
when an attack is fully mitigated. Our envisioned deployment is
lightweight, and only requires data exchange between existing
software and hardware. Thus Xatu is highly deployable.

3 AUXILIARY SIGNALS
To boost attack detection, we propose to leverage auxiliary signals
to confirm or discount anomalies observed in traffic volume to a
customer. Auxiliary signals are traffic signals that we can observe
well before the attack (e.g., in the preceding 10 days). The presence
of these signals can indicate attack preparation and early phases of
attack launch, and it can increase confidence that observed increases
in traffic volume to a customer indicate attacks and not benign
fluctuations.
Intuition: which auxiliary signals and why. Similar to other
software development processes, an attacker may need many prepa-
rations to identify the best resources and strategies to launch effec-
tive attacks. Attackers need to infect and coordinate bots, bootstrap
scanning, and develop and test attack software. They may also
launch attacks in phases to gradually increase the attack spread
and volume. For example, a study on Mirai attacks [3] showed
that the preparatory phase involved scanning to discover vulner-
able IoT devices during the seven months preceding peak attacks
launched by Mirai. Similar findings were also reported for other
DDoS attacks [16, 19, 42].

Attackers often attack their targets repeatedly[7, 73] and may at-
tack related targets in the same organization. These patterns occur
due to the attackers’ business model. They may attack a customer

repeatedly to extort money, or to impact some service, which is
particularly vulnerable at certain points in time (e.g., when its uti-
lization is high). They may attack several customers simultaneously
to bring down a collaborative service, such as a distributed Web
application.

In this Section, we describe five types of auxiliary signals that
Xatu uses, demonstrate their correlation with future attacks, and
highlight the boosting benefits and challenges of using these signals
for early attack detection. Our proposed auxiliary signals are easy
to observe and inexpensive to maintain, as they either are publicly
available or use simple statistics, which networks regularly collect.

Some attacks may not be preceded by auxiliary signals, as at-
tackers may be familiar with our approach and may seek to evade
it. We show in §6.4 that Xatu is robust to some evasion attacks. But
ultimately, a determined attacker may make their attacks sudden
and random to evade our detection. We discuss in §8 that this is
possible, but unlikely, since it goes against the attackers’ business
model.

3.1 How to Leverage Auxiliary Signals?
The main challenge in leveraging auxiliary signals is that they
are weak and incomplete. Signals are weak, because they may be
present even when no attack is imminent. Thus the presence of
auxiliary signals is not sufficient to detect DDoS attacks, we must
also leverage volumetric traffic signals. Auxiliary signals simply
help boost the volumetric signals, so attacks can be detected earlier
before they have a large impact on a customer.

Auxiliary signals are incomplete, because they may not be ac-
curately measured, nor comprehensively observed. For example,
in many cases, it is difficult to establish if a given traffic source is
spoofed or not. Similarly, many public blocklists are incomplete
and may be inaccurate.

Because auxiliary signals are weak and incomplete, it is hard to
design a deterministic approach to leverage them. Instead, we use
machine learning to build models that capture auxiliary signals in
both the long and short term, and capture the predictive strength
of each signal with regard to a future DDoS attack. The intuition is
that machine learning can be used to boost weak signals, and detect
their correlations, which helps when looking for the needles in a
haystack of high-dimensional datasets. The other known benefit
of ML is that it can identify sophisticated temporal patterns across
a long period of history (e.g., 10 days), as well as a few minutes
before an attack.

3.2 Attack Preparation Signals
We define three types of easy-to-monitor auxiliary signals based
on the activities that indicate the preparation of an attack. These
signals include the activity of traffic sources that appear in public
blocklists, the activity of sources of previous attacks on the same
target (detected by deployed CDet), and the activity of spoofed
traffic sources. We leverage not only the existence of these signals
(e.g. blocklisted sources), but also their traffic patterns, e.g. increase
in traffic volume from a specific type of source to a potential target.
(1) Blocklisted sources (A1).Many networks and security com-
panies publish lists of past offenders as public blocklists [35], and
many other networks leverage these lists to identify suspicious
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Figure 4: Attack preparation signals and attack history.

traffic. Tracking activities from blocklisted sources can alert us to
new attacks in preparation.
(2) Sources of previous attacks (A2). Sources that participated
in a previous attack on the same or related target may be involved
in future attacks. We can view these past sources as a special block-
list [36], customized to a given customer.
(3) Spoofed sources (A3). IP spoofing is a common technique
used in DDoS attacks to evade detection [6, 15] and is still wide-
spread [49]. An increase in traffic carrying spoofed IP addresses [14,
15, 54, 59] can potentially indicate an incoming attack.

Xatu uses observations of traffic from blocklisted sources, previ-
ous attack sources, and spoofed sources in the given time period,
prior to an attack, as auxiliary signals to boost future attack de-
tection. These signals are easy to monitor and maintain. Public
blocklists are frequently updated and accessible; previous attackers
can be maintained bymonitoring CDet alerts and obviously spoofed
traffic (e.g., from private IP ranges) can be detected by monitoring
incoming traffic. Besides, escaping auxiliary signals is expensive
for attackers, as they would need to recruit new sources all the time
and elaborately change their attack strategies. There are overlaps
of addresses between three sources and we include an address in all
the categories it belongs to. We detail our chosen features for each
signal in §5, and evaluate the optimal length of the observation
period in Appendix H.
Potential attack sources are active up to 10 days before the
attacks. Figure 4(a) shows the percentage of attacks in our dataset,
where sources have previously appeared on public blocklists, have
previously attacked the same target, or are obviously spoofed. The
𝑥-axis shows the percentage of actual attackers that belong to block-
listed, previous attackers, or spoofed groups of sources, while the 𝑦-
axis shows the percentage of attacks. There are blocklisted sources,
previous attackers, and spoofed sources that get converted to actual
attackers in 65.7%, 80%, and 26.3% of attacks. About 50% of attacks
have more than 67.5% of attackers that have previously attacked
the same customer. Similarly, 50% of the attacks have at least 54.9%
of attackers that have appeared on blocklists, and 19.1% of attackers
that are spoofed addresses. The percentage of spoofed traffic is rel-
atively smaller because we only identify obviously spoofed traffic
(see §5.2). Apart from the appearance of potential attack sources,
their activity also increases closer to the attacks with more details
in Appendix B.

Potential attack sources are weak auxiliary signals. Although
the presence of potential attack sources is correlated with future
attacks, their appearance does not guarantee future attacks. For
example, in our dataset, on average in 95.5%, 86.3% and 82.8% of
cases, traffic from blocklisted sources, previous attackers, or spoofed
sources in the preceding 10 days did not result in a new attack on
the same target. Further, potential attack source information is
imperfect. Blocklists may miss some repeat offenders or list benign
sources, and spoofing is notoriously hard to detect.

Takeaway: We need to carefully leverage the imperfect and weak
information about the activity of potential attack sources to boost the
detection of future attacks on a customer.

3.3 Attack History
Specific customers may be vulnerable to specific types of attacks,
or some attacks may be easier to launch than others.
Previous attacks to the same customer (A4). Figure 4(b) shows
how often a given attack type follows other attack types on the
same customer. Most transitions occur between the same attack
types. Among the 43.8K consecutive attack pairs in our dataset,
43.0K (or 97.9%) include attacks of the same type. This is especially
true for UDP floods and TCP ACK floods. 98.3% of UDP floods are
followed by another UDP flood, and 97.4% of TCP ACK attacks are
followed by a TCP ACK attack. Such behavior makes sense – if the
first attack is successful, the attackers may launch it again.

Attackers could systematically launch various types of DDoS
attacks over time to explore vulnerabilities and estimate which
attack would have the highest impact on a target. For instance, TCP
SYN attacks are sometimes followed by TCP RST attacks (3.7%) in
Figure 4(b). One potential reason is that both attacks target the
same resource of TCP packet processing, and both packet types
are frequent in regular operation and thus may bypass firewalls.
Another example in Figure 4(b) is that 2.3% of DNS amplification
attacks and 0.1% of ICMP attacks are followed by UDP flood at-
tacks. This may be because these attacks target incoming network
bandwidth. If these attacks are successful, attackers may add other
volumetric traffic in future attempts.

Takeaway: We can leverage the knowledge of previous attack types
and occurrences to boost the detection of the future type and time of
the attack on a given customer.
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Figure 5: Xatu architecture.

Correlated attacks across customers (A5). The same set of at-
tackers may attack different customers over time, because attackers
may leverage the same bots [73]. For example, in Figure 4(c), the
attacker group a starts by attacking one customer but later moves to
two other customers over the next 15 minutes. The attacker group
b also attacks additional customers over the 10-minute interval.
Note that some attack groups target a subset of customers, and
avoid others. Another Figure 16 in Appendix B also illustrates these
correlated attack occurrences by showing the change in clustering
coefficient [43].

Takeaway: We can leverage the knowledge of customers that were
attacked in the past by overlapping attacker groups to boost the de-
tection of future correlated attacks.

4 XATU’S MACHINE LEARNING
As shown in §3, auxiliary signals may indicate anomalous traffic as
early as 10 days before an attack. For instance, A3 auxiliary signals
are present at most ten days before many attacks. However, while
auxiliary signals are useful, not all auxiliary signals will lead to
anomalous traffic, and acting too early to reroute traffic can increase
overhead (see §2).

The key design goals of Xatu are as follows: (1) derive both long-
term and short-term benefits from diverse auxiliary signals and
(2) enable early detection to improve effectiveness, while keeping
the overhead low. As shown in Figure 5, we achieve goal (1) with
a multi-timescale LSTM model (§4.1), and goal (2) with a survival
analysis model (§4.2). The multi-timescale LSTM model takes in
both long-term and short-term traffic features and generates an
instantaneous attack probability. The survival analysis model then
updates weights in the multi-timescale LSTM model based on the
instantaneous attack probability, with a goal of early detection.

4.1 Model Different Time Scales
Xatu learns a time-series model for the probability of the start of an
attack. It uses both standard volumetric signals, as well as auxiliary
time-series signals. Table 1 shows the full list of 273 input features
that Xatu uses, extracted from both volumetric and auxiliary signals
(see §5 for more details). We use a machine learning model to
integrate these multiple types of signals, as described in §3.1. Given
that auxiliary signals may be present days before an attack (§3),
and become strongest in the short period before an attack, we want
a machine learning model that leverages both the long-term (e.g.,
10-day) time series of auxiliary signals as well as recent auxiliary
and volumetric signals.

Machine learning models such as random forests (RF) [46] and
convolutional neural networks (CNN) [44] have been commonly
used for the early detection of anomalous events. However, these
models are less suitable for long-term time-series data. RFs regard
each feature in the input equally and struggle to capture trends;
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Figure 6: Multi-timescale LSTM model for processing auxil-
iary signals.

while CNNs struggle at capturing features at varying timescales.
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [24] networks are specifically
tailored to model time-series inputs. Compared to other RNNs,
LSTMs are designed to retain historical trends over features with
their special “memory cell,” while maintaining a bias for recently
observed features. However, as the length of the time-series data
increases, the detection capabilities of LSTM can decrease [24]. For
example, if Xatu were to monitor the signals discussed in §3 at
1-minute granularity, the length of time-series data would be 14K
for a 10-day period. Such a very long sequence length may reduce
LSTM’s detection capabilities.

Our basic learning unit consists of three LSTM models as shown
in Figure 6. We use a multi-timescale LSTM approach to aggre-
gate the many features of interest at different time granularity [12],
which provides both a fine-grained, zoomed-in view and a high-
level view of each feature’s dynamics. The former records the de-
tailed recent trend of features towards the target customer and
allows the model to make an accurate time prediction on the next
attack. The latter provides an overview of long-term feature trends,
including shifts during a day and a week, toward the target cus-
tomer.

Xatu applies three different 1-dimensional aggregation (pool-
ing) layers at different time granularity. We define the three ag-
gregated time-series as TSShort (1 minute), TSMedium (10 minutes)
and TSLong (60 minutes). These are input to three different LSTM
models—LSTMShort, LSTMMedium and LSTMLong. Xatu then com-
bines the outputs from the three LSTM models using a dense layer.
The final output is used to model the probability of an attack.

4.2 Survival Analysis for Early Detection
The goal of Xatu is to accurately boost the detection of anomalous
traffic, while keeping the overhead low. Unlike anomaly detection
approaches that alert after an event has occurred [18, 21, 23], we
would like Xatu to boost detection based on early signals, to almost
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Figure 7: Survival analysis for boosted detection.

predict an attack. Therefore, we need to find the right weights inside
the multi-timescale LSTM model for early detection. We would also
like consistent detection, i.e. once an attack is detected for time 𝑡 , for
a given customer with a given signature, we should continue the
same detection at all times after time 𝑡 until the attack is mitigated
by CScrub.

A naïve approach is to directly use the instantaneous attack
probability from the output of the LSTM model to raise attack alert.
However, this approach fails to meet either of our goals, as shown
at the bottom of Figure 7. The instantaneous attack probability
focuses too much on the detection for the current minute. Training
with such an approach primarily raises the attack probability for a
current minute and lowers it for preceding minutes. Therefore, the
approach tends to detect attacks to mirror the ground truth in the
training set, i.e. when the attack has already occurred. Moreover,
the attack probability can be inconsistent over time. If a signal
fluctuates, attack probability will fluctuate too, which is undesirable.

To achieve accurate early detection, Xatu employs survival anal-
ysis [41]. Survival analysis is commonly used to model the onset
(or lack of onset) of an event in time. For Xatu, the event is the
beginning (or the continued absence) of anomalous traffic. We in-
troduce a cumulative probability 𝑆𝑡 , which is the probability that
an attack has not occurred by time 𝑡 , i.e. Pr(𝐴 ≥ 𝑡) where 𝐴 is the
attack. Compared to instantaneous attack probability, this cumula-
tive probability depends on the start time 𝑡 of an attack, and better
fits our joint goals of early and consistent detection—predicting an
onset of a future attack. Xatu estimates 𝑆𝑡 within a detection win-
dow 𝑡 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑛, and detects the attack if 𝑆𝑡 falls below certain
threshold.

We train Xatu to be aware of the early detection objective. We
utilize the SAFE loss function [89], which is targeted for survival
analysis, to train the weights in the LSTMs and the dense layer.
This loss function seeks to minimize 𝑆𝑡 for periods when there is an
attack in training and maximize 𝑆𝑡 for other periods. In particular,
for time series with attack labels, we maximize the likelihood of
detecting at any time before ground-truth detection; for time series
with no attack labels, we maximize the likelihood of non-detection
at each step. This loss function can be computed for each of the
individual times 𝑆𝑡 , and then propagated through the model. More
details are in Appendix C. When using the model, our goal is to

calibrate our detection to achieve low scrubbing overhead. There-
fore, during validation, we select an overhead bound and search
for a threshold on 𝑆𝑡 that maximizes the effectiveness, while keep-
ing overhead within the bound we have set. We use this threshold
during our evaluation.

5 XATU PROTOTYPE
5.1 Datasets
Traffic. Our study uses NetFlow data from a large ISP, as detailed
in §2.2. The provider has shared with us NetFlow data, collected
for 100 days between April and August 2019. Overall there are 18.5
TBytes of sampled NetFlow data between the network customers
and the Internet. This one-minute exportation delay is relatively
small compared to the potential early detection boost (9.5 minutes
in §6.1). The sampling rates range from 1:1 to 1:10,000 at various
routers.
Alerts and Ground Truth. Xatu uses alerts from an existing
DDoS defense – Arbor NetScout – to label ground-truth events
during training and validation. We also use these alerts to label
ground-truth events during evaluation, to understand Xatu’s effec-
tiveness and scrubbing overhead. We focus on the most prevalent
six types of attacks: UDP flood, TCP ACK, TCP SYN, TCP RST, DNS
Amplification, and ICMP flood (Table 2), which cover 97.2% of all
alerts in our dataset. Among these attack types, the DNS Amplifi-
cation attack is the only reflection amplification attack and takes
up 7.2%.
Auxiliary signals. For A1 auxiliary signal (blocklisted sources),
we select 11 categories of blocklists (containing a total of 151 public
blocklists [69]) maintained by various providers. The selected block-
lists collect sources of DDoS attacks, reflection attacks, VoIP attacks,
and C&C servers and bots that are infected with specific malware
families. We convert all the IP addresses and subnets in these block-
lists to /24 subnets. This is a standard approach to improve the
effectiveness of blocklists as used in previous work [8, 11, 69] due
to dynamically managed IP address space. We collect the blocklists
during the same 100-day period as our dataset. Note that blocklisted
addresses may miss some offenders [69] and may contain legitimate
addresses.

For A3 auxiliary signal, we determine spoofing by using three
categories of IP addresses [47]: (a) Bogon source addresses defined
in RFC1918 [71], RFC5738 [13], and RFC6598 [82] (b) unrouted
source addresses not covered in BGP datasets [60, 65] (c) invalid
source addresses not originated from the AS that announces the
corresponding prefix or the AS’ full cone with adjustments for
multi-AS organizations. Note that this spoofed traffic measure is
imperfect because identifying spoofed traffic is a challenging topic
itself, especially with sampled NetFlow records [87]. We likely miss
much-spoofed traffic.

Finally, for A2, A4, and A5 auxiliary signals, we determine previ-
ous attacker addresses by identifying all sources of traffic matching
the alert signature for the time from the CDet’s alert to the CDet’s
mitigation-end notice. This is an imperfect signal since a legitimate
source could send matching traffic to the customer during an attack.

We also investigated other auxiliary features such as IP addresses
involved in scanning, the correlation between attack targets, and
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Type Feature Description #

V. volumetric

unique source nodes 1
mean, max of traffic† 4
UDP, TCP and ICMP traffic† 6
traffic from popular source ports† 10
traffic to popular destination ports† 10
traffic with different TCP flags† 12
traffic from 10 popular countries† 20

A1. blocklisted sources volumetric features from blocklisted sources 63
A2. previous attack
sources

volumetric features from previous attack
sources 63

A3. spoofed sources volumetric features from spoofed sources 63
A4. previous attack to
same customer

attack severity (low, medium, high) for each
attack type 18

A5. correlated attacks three techniques (dot, min, max) to obtain
clustering coefficient 3

Table 1: 273 features extracted from CDet alerts and NetFlow
dataset (A = auxiliary). (†) are measured in bytes and packets.

other protocols and ports. We choose to leave them out, as they did
not significantly improve performance.

5.2 Features
Table 1 shows a set of volumetric and auxiliary features extracted
from the NetFlow and CDet alerts that describe the traffic and attack
behavior towards each customer IP address. We extract 273 features
and broadly group them into volumetric and auxiliary feature sets.

The volumetric feature sets capture traffic features, such as traffic
rates towards a customer, both in total and disaggregated per trans-
port protocol, popular port numbers, TCP flags that are associated
with different TCP attacks, and countries of traffic sources (see
Appendix D). The A1, A2, and A3 auxiliary features capture the
same volumetric features for a subset of the flows that are sent by
blocklisted addresses, previous attackers (for the same customer),
and spoofed addresses. The A4 auxiliary signal captures the attack
history on the same customer and the A5 auxiliary signal captures
the attack correlation with other customers.

Some of our feature sets need attack detection signals, such
as previous attacker (A2), attack history (A4), and attack corre-
lations (A5). We use the existing NetScout alerts to extract these
attack-dependent features during the training and validation period.
However, for stabilization and testing periods, we rely on Xatu’s
detection to extract these features, to make Xatu independent of
the existing defense.

5.3 Prototype Implementation
When deployed in a network, Xatu takes in sampled NetFlow and
provides anomalous traffic signature in parallel with Cdet in Fig-
ure 1. The model can be trained offline with manually verified
ground truth or detections from commercial DDoS detection sys-
tems, while the testing phase is real-time.

To form the training data, we select an equal number of attack
and non-attack time series based on CDet alerts for training. For
each time series, Xatu extracts time series of volumetric and aux-
iliary features in Table 1 in the past 10 days. For every minute of

original NetFlow data (100 MB in our dataset), we can extract all
the features within an average of 50 milliseconds per customer on
a single thread of Intel Xeon CPU E5-2680 v3 machine.

We then use the feature data as input to our machine learning
model, which includes two parts:

(1) Multi-timescale LSTM model. For each attack (or non-attack)
time series, the model first downsamples the feature data into three
time granularities — TSShort as 1 minute, TSMed as 10 minutes, and
TSLong as 1 hour. The three time series then feed into LSTMShort,
LSTMMed, LSTMLong respectively and we set the number of hidden
state values for each of the LSTMs to be 200.

(2) Survival analysis model. We predict the instantaneous attack
probability _𝑡 at time 𝑡 from the output of the dense layer after
LSTMShort, LSTMMed, LSTMLong.We use the probabilities _1, _2, . . . , _𝑁
(we use N=30) to calculate 𝑆𝑡 , the probability of no attack by time 𝑡 .

Xatu trains separate models for each attack type and evaluates
them correspondingly. These models together cover 97.2% of all
alerts in our dataset, and we can always train newmodels when new
attack types become popular. The latter happens infrequently when
a new vulnerability is detected [85]. During training, Xatu uses an
Adam optimizer[40] with the SAFE loss function [89], a learning
rate of 0.0001, and a batch size of 64. We perform an extensive
sensitivity analysis on our ML parameters in Appendix H.

Xatu generates an attack alert when 𝑆𝑡 falls below a threshold.
After training, Xatu uses the validation phase to set appropriate
thresholds. We identify the threshold in the validation data, which
maximizes mitigation effectiveness, while keeping the scrubbing
overhead for 75% of customers below a given bound. The scrubbing
overhead bound is probabilistic, because while ground truth waits
until an obvious anomaly, Xatu can detect the true start with auxil-
iary signals. This additional overhead is the right thing and shall
not be limited by scrubbing overhead bound.

Finally, during operation (and during our evaluation), at each
time step, Xatu generates and stores 140 MB of time-series feature
data for the past 10 days for each customer. We use Xatu in an
auto-regressive fashion [25], where the model takes into account
its own previous early detection at each time step. Each detection
boost model operates independently and generates attack alerts
when the 𝑆𝑡 is below the threshold selected during validation. Each
detection runs within 10 ms. In deployment, Xatu can receive mis-
detection feedback from CDet and trigger retraining when many
misdetections occur. Each retraining takes 4-8 hours but it is not nec-
essary to retrain Xatu frequently, since the DDoS behavior evolves
slowly [50].

6 EVALUATION
We evaluate Xatu using real-world NetFlow and attack detection
alerts from a large regional network provider, as described in §5.2.
We split the dataset chronologically into three parts (See Table 2
in Appendix F for details): (1) Training: 50 days from April 24th to
June 12nd; (2) Validation: 20 days from June 13th to July 2nd; and
(3) Testing: 30 days from July 3rd to August 1st, all in 2019.4 During
testing Xatu generates alerts that an attack is about to occur at a
given time. This early detection is included as if it were ground
truth to calculate A2, A4, and A5 groups of features for future time

4Experiments with different split ratios show the same good performance.
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(a) Effectiveness (10th , 50th , and 90th percentiles). (b) Detection delay (10th , 50th , and 90th percentiles). (c) Scrubbing overhead (25th , 50th , and 75th per-
centiles).

Figure 8: Effectiveness, detection delay, scrubbing overhead and ROC curve comparison of CDet, random forest (RF), and Xatu.

Figure 9: ROC curve.
(a) Effectiveness. (b) Detection delay.

Figure 10: Xatu’s performance across different attack types.

steps (§5.3). Due to this setup, we allocate the first 10 days of the
testing period for our early detection accuracy to stabilize (similar
to [25]). We report the results after the stabilization period.
Metrics. We adopt traditional detection metrics: false positive rate
and false negative rate in our evaluation. Additionally, to capture
the timeliness of detection and its impact on scrubbing, we use
three metrics as defined in §2: (1) Mitigation effectiveness. The
portion of anomaly traffic that is directed to CScrub from the start
of the anomaly until the mitigation ends. Effectiveness measures
the ability to remove anomalous traffic. (2) Scrubbing overhead.
The ratio of traffic directed to CScrub prior to (or in the absence
of) anomaly, divided by anomalous traffic. Overhead measures the
extra cost of scrubbing legitimate traffic. (3) Detection delay. The
time taken to detect an attack, after the start of anomalous traffic
in the ground truth (a negative number means detection prior to
the attack).

We show the median value with boxes, and we show high and
low percentiles as error bars. For scrubbing overhead, recall that
we measure cumulative overhead per customer, over many attacks.
We show 25th and 75th percentiles for overhead, to show that our
bound in training (75% of customers have low overhead in §5.3) is
achieved by Xatu during evaluation. For mitigation effectiveness
and detection delay, we show the 10th and 90th percentiles, to better
capture head and tail distributions for those two measures. Ideally,

our system should have high effectiveness, bounded overhead, and
detection delay should be close to zero.
Alternative approaches. We compare Xatu with the following
attack detection approaches: (1) NetScout. Arbor NetScout [62] is
the CDet system used in our provider network, and has a 22%market
share [61]. (2) FNM. FastNetMon (FNM for short) [64] is a threshold-
based DDoS detection system using NetFlow that is open source
and used both in business and in research [72, 74]. We configure
FastNetMon with the best dynamic thresholds in production [84].
(3) RF. Random forest [28] is the standard supervised learning
solution, which has been commonly used in DDoS detection [18, 30].
We trained RF as a binary classifier for each attack type using
the same feature set from the same three timescales and applied
an exhaustive grid search to identify the best hyper-parameters.
(4) Variants of Xatu. We also investigate variants of Xatu with
different auxiliary signals and time lengths in micro-benchmarks
to verify the contribution of auxiliary signals and multi-LSTM.

6.1 Effectiveness and Overhead Metrics
Figure 8 shows various performance metrics as we vary scrubbing
overhead bound, i.e., the operational cost of Xatu.
Xatu has higher mitigation effectiveness than alternative
approaches because of early detection. Across different over-
head bounds, Xatu’s effectiveness is 39.6–53.8% higher than that of
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NetScout and 25.9–38.8% higher than that of FNM (Figure 8(a)). This
is because NetScout and FNM only rely on traditional volumetric
signals and conservatively set such high thresholds [84] that they
miss the ramp-up phases of the DDoS attacks. Meanwhile, Xatu
detects anomalous traffic much earlier than NetScout or FNM with
the help of auxiliary signals, which appear earlier than traditional
volumetric signals. For example, in Figure 8(b), the median detec-
tion delay for Xatu is 1–2 minutes, while NetScout’s or FNM’s delay
is 11.5 and 5 minutes. Xatu is always better in median effectiveness
than RF by 8.7–24.7%. Although RF uses the same feature set and
the same timescales, Xatu’s LSTM captures the trends of auxiliary
signals better. This is evident in Figure 8(b), where the median
detection delay for Xatu is 1–2 minutes, compared to the RF’s 2–9
minutes. RF even has a tail detection delay of 15 minutes among
overhead bounds below 1%, which means that no detection occurs
until the end of the time series.
Xatu bounds the scrubbing overhead while achieving high
effectiveness. Early detection in Xatu may increase the scrubbing
overhead due to false positives or too early detection. However,
Xatu is able to bound the overhead for 75th percentile of attacks, as
expected (Figure 8(c)). Even when we bound overhead to 0.025%,
which is very low, the median effectiveness increases by 39.6%.
Customers deploying Xatu would gain a lot in effectiveness for
this small additional cost. RF is also optimized for bounding the
overhead. However, unlike Xatu, RF does not achieve large gains
in effectiveness with the same overhead bound.
Xatu strikes a good balance between false positive rate and
false negative rate. The ROC curves in Figure 9 show the trade-
off between false positive rate and false negative rate. We view
NetScout labels as ground truth and any Xatu’s detection that does
bir align with NetScout is counted as a false positive. For customers
with at least one attack in our dataset, when the false positive rate
is 4.8%, Xatu reaches a true positive rate as high as 95.4%, while RF
only reaches 88.6. We manually inspect all false positive cases in
Xatu, and 71% of false positive cases are likely to be missed attacks
by NetScout with overwhelming suspicious traffic volume.
Xatu achieves highmitigation effectiveness across all attacks.
Figure 10(a) shows the effectiveness of NetScout, FNM, RF, and
Xatu across attack types under a scrubbing overhead bound of
0.1%. Xatu consistently achieves high effectiveness. For example,
for UDP attacks, which are usually high-volume attacks, Xatu has
100% median effectiveness, while NetScout and FNM have only
75.2 and 84.6%. We also find Xatu to have high effectiveness for
low volumetric attacks such as TCP ACK and TCP SYN. Xatu’s
median effectiveness is 82.2–100%, compared to both NetScout and
FNM’s 58.6–89%. This is also reflected in the median detection delay
(Figure 10(b)), where Xatu achieves an average detection delay
of 0, 4, and 1 minute for UDP, TCP ACK, and TCP SYN attacks
respectively, compared to both NetScout and FNM’s delays of 2–8,
6–13, and 3 minutes. For ICMP attacks, the median effectiveness
of Xatu and both the CDets is 100%. ICMP attacks (constituting
only 2% of all attacks) are usually short, and they tend to ramp up
very quickly creating an easy-to-detect signal. RF is still inferior to
Xatu, although it performs better than both CDets. RF has 1.5–14.9%
lower median effectiveness, and up to 8 minutes higher median

1 3 4+  5

(a) LSTMMed (40 hours)

anomaly
start

Xatu
NetScout

(b) LSTMShort (4 hours)

Figure 11: Xatu’s early detection uses aux. signals.

detection delay. For UDP and DNS Amplification attacks, RF alerts
lag 7–14 minutes after Xatu for the 10th percentile of time.

6.2 Why Does Xatu Work?
To illustrate why Xatu works, we take an example of a UDP attack
and show the gradients observed in the LSTM model in Figure 11.
The gradient of the input features represents the contribution of the
features towards the final early detection—a higher gradient implies
more contribution [66]. Particularly, we will focus on previous
attack sources (A2 auxiliary signal), as they have the strongest
signal for this attack.

The gradient for V (volumetric features) follows the UDP traffic
towards the customer and CDet generates an alert when the UDP
volume grows beyond the customer’s threshold. This happens 14
minutes after the anomaly start time. Xatu, on the other hand, lever-
ages auxiliary signals to detect attacks much earlier—one minute
after anomaly start time.

Figure 11(a) shows that the A2 gradient in LSTMMed is high
22 hours before the anomaly start time. This corresponds to the
preparatory stage, where attackers generated 4.8 Kpps of traffic
from 205 sources, which attacked the same customer 4 days prior.
Figure 11(b) shows how LSTMShort, detects A2 auxiliary signals 10
hours before the anomaly start time, even when there is no UDP
traffic towards the customer (V gradient is zero). This illustrates
how historical attack behavior contributes to Xatu’s detection boost.

Even when A2 gradient is high, Xatu does not raise an alarm
right away. Instead, it is able to generate the alarm close to the
anomaly start time. This is because Xatu leverages the survival
analysis model to balance mitigation effectiveness and scrubbing
overhead.

6.3 Breakdown of Xatu’s Contribution
Figure 12 shows the breakdown of Xatu signals’ contribution to
effectiveness under scrubbing overhead bound of 0.1% among dif-
ferent attack types. We train a separate model for each bar. Note
that NetScout already has 52.2–100% median effectiveness, so the
key challenge is how to improve the effectiveness for the lower half
of the attacks.
Xatu’s auxiliary signals Different auxiliary signals help detect
and filter different subsets of attacks, and different attack types, and
together they significantly improve the effectiveness of handling
all attacks. For UDP attacks, each auxiliary signal in Xatu improves
the 10th effectiveness from 68.2% (no aux) to 71.2%—75.1% (w some
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Figure 12: Contribution of aux. signals.

of A1–A5) and median effectiveness from 96.9% to 99.1%—99.5%,
indicating all auxiliary signals are effective attack indicators. The
biggest increment in effectiveness for both UDP attacks and DNS
amplification attacks comes from A4+A5 signals of attack history,
due to their serial attack behavior. However, DNS amplification
attacks benefit little from A1 or A3 signals, because the source of
the reflection attack’s traffic, DNS resolvers, is unlikely to appear
in blocklists or be spoofed. Attacks related to TCP protocols—TCP
ACK, TCP SYN, and TCP RST attacks—benefit from A1 and A2
signals most, because the same army of attackers seem to be contin-
uously hired to conduct these attack types. The subset of attacks
that benefit from a combination of these signals comprises only
27% of attacks, indicating that each signal contributes uniquely.
Xatu’s ML design Xatu has two key ML designs: survival model
and multi-timescale LSTM. Compared to Xatu w/o survival model,
Xatu improves the median effectiveness by 4.6-32.2% among all
attack types except ICMP attacks. Compared to simple LSTM, multi-
timescale LSTM can help capture long-term historical trends such as
periodic volume patterns. Compared to Xatu with only LSTMShort,
Xatu with multi-timescale LSTM improves the median effective-
ness by 3.2-22.7% among all attack types except ICMP and DNS
amplification attacks. The largest improvement from both survival
model and multi-timescale LSTM are on attacks using TCP protocol,
whose complicated time trends benefit from survival model and
multi-timescale LSTM. More details are shown in Appendix H.

6.4 Robust to Smart Attackers
Attackers may change the way they ramp up the anomalous traffic
to avoid attack detectors, which rely on traffic volume or ramp-up
rates [21, 23, 76, 84]. Here we use UDP attacks5 as an example and
change the anomalous traffic volumes in the ramp-up period. We
define the ramp-up time from the beginning of anomalous traffic
to just before CDet detection time so that CDet performance is not
affected. Xatu is robust to such volume-changing and rate-changing
attackers.

5Other types of attacks show similar trends

(a) Detection delay. (b) Effectiveness.

(c) Detection delay. (d) Effectiveness.

Figure 13: Xatu’s robust against volume attackers (Fig a,b)
and rate attackers (Fig c,d). (with 0.1% overhead bound)

Volume-changing attackers. We reduce the anomalous traffic
sent by attackers just before CDet’s detection time. When we re-
move these attackers, we also remove their corresponding auxiliary
signals. Most DDoS detection systems rely on volumetric signals
to detect attacks, thus volume-changing attackers can delay de-
tection. Xatu’s median and 90th percentile effectiveness always
remain at 100% (Figure 13(b)). On the other hand, as the attack
volume changes, Xatu without auxiliary signals loses up to 6% of
its effectiveness. Thus auxiliary signals help Xatu remain robust, as
attackers adjust their rates.

Figure 13(a) shows the change in detection delay when attackers
change their attack volume. The median detection delay of Xatu is
always zero. When the auxiliary signals are removed, the median
detection delay increases to 2–6 minutes. A similar effect can be
noticed for 90th percentile of detection delay. It is 6–11 minutes
when Xatu leverages auxiliary signals and 11–13 minutes without
auxiliary signals.
Rate-changing attackers Attackers could change the dynamics
of their attack’s onset to evade early detection, e.g., by ramping
up slowly or suddenly. We evaluate the impact of these tactics on
Xatu in Figure 13(d) and Figure 13(c). We change 𝑑𝑅 the ramp-up
rates of anomalous traffic (see the rate definition and visualization
in Appendix G).

Figure 13(d) shows the change in effectiveness when the 𝑑𝑅
increases. We find that Xatu and Xatu without auxiliary signals
have consistent 90th effectiveness of 100%, even when attackers
are able to change their ramp-up rates. However, without using
auxiliary signals, Xatu becomes more sensitive to rate change for
themedian effectiveness. Themedian effectiveness for Xatuwithout
auxiliary signals for the lowest 𝑑𝑅 is 63.9% and as 𝑑𝑅 increases, the
effectiveness improves to as much as 78.4%. This occurs because
volumetric signals become more prominent with the increase in
𝑑𝑅 . This is also reflected in median detection delay, which is 6–7
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minutes earlier without auxiliary signals, and around zero with
auxiliary signals, shown in Figure 13(c).

7 RELATEDWORK
Various systems [20, 48, 70, 88, 90] have been developed for DDoS
defense at the ISP to protect their customers. All these systems are
reactive in nature and would benefit from working with Xatu to
improve effectiveness. Once anomalous traffic is detected, the traffic
is sent to the CScrub for further cleaning. Existing work employs
different strategies of scrubbing [4, 26, 33, 55, 58]. Customers using
these systems would benefit by using them along with Xatu, as
Xatu reduces the cost of scrubbing, by bounding overhead.

Statistical analyses have been commonly used to detect anoma-
lous traffic. One work [21] calculates entropy values and Chi-square
values for features from packet headers to measure the deviation
of the current traffic profile from the normal traffic for attack de-
tection. Other works measure the ratio of inbound and outbound
traffic volume [5], multivariate covariance of features in the TCP
packet header [37], or time-based features such as periodicity and
skewness of incoming traffic volume [23]. Previous works also
adopt dynamic parameter configurations such as CUSUM [10] and
EWMA [29]. An autoregressive fractional integrated moving aver-
age model (ARFIMA) in [2] is used as a combination of fractional dif-
ferential noise and autoregressive moving average. However, these
works only detect an attack when the attack has already started.
Xatu is designed to boost detection at the start of anomalous traffic,
which is before the attack, thereby increasing the effectiveness of
defenses.

Attack detection approaches [1] based on machine learning col-
lect a diverse set of traffic features and classify anomalous traffic
automatically. IXP scrubber [83] tags each flow with association
rule mining and then classifies per-target IP profiles aggregated
from flowswith machine learning classification. Kitsune [57] tracks
features in network channels and feed them into an ensemble of
auto-encoders for anomaly detection. Roudière et al. [72] produces
an outlierness score with k nearest-neighbor (kNN) to determine
traffic anomalies. Other works apply random partitioning binary
trees [51], naive Bayes classifier [75], SVM [53], random forest[30],
clustering [68], and neural networks [18] on various traffic features
to classify anomalous and normal traffic. These are standalone ML
solutions that detect an attack after anomalous traffic is established.
Instead, Xatu is a boost to detection systems, which is easier to
adopt.

Apart from DDoS attacks detection, machine learning has been
applied to detect various attacks – random forests for BGP hijack-
ing [78], natural language processing for phishing detection [67],
LSTM classifier for Android Malware detection [86], or logistic
regression to detect DNS tuneling [17], or adaptive deep forest for
SQL injection attack [45]. Together with Xatu, machine learning
provides opportunities for better attack detection.

8 DISCUSSION
Generality. Xatu builds a general model across all customers. If a
customer is not attacked during training, Xatu can still protect him
well, because Xatu transfers attack knowledge across customers. In
our evaluation, 65.1% of customer nodes were not attacked during

training. Xatu achieved a similar early detection of 9 minutes by
median on those nodes.

Xatu relies on history traffic and auxiliary signal information
to build up the model. Thus, similar to other statistical analyses
and machine learning based detection solutions in §7, we need to
retrain the model as we observe new attacks and low effectiveness.
Xatu can train new models in 4–8 hours. New attack types occur
rarely because they need the discovery of new vulnerabilities or
reflection vectors [79].

Xatu may need retraining as traffic patterns and auxiliary sig-
nals change. Xatu does not require frequent retraining because its
multi-timescale models capture well both short-term and long-term
patterns, which evolve slowly. In §6, Xatu boosts detection of cur-
rent attacks with the model trained from detection over two months
preceding the attacks.
Limitations. Xatu is robust to some evasion attacks not preceded
by auxiliary signals in §6.4. But ultimately, a determined attacker
could also attempt to avoid Xatu’s detection by minimizing auxil-
iary signals. To do so, the attacker would have to always use new
attack sources and launch attacks at random times and of random
types, on random customers. Such attacks are theoretically possible
but they are unlikely. They would be very costly for the attacker, re-
quiring new hosts and new attack software, and attacks on random
customers at random times would serve no purpose.

Our dataset is collected at one large ISP (§2.2) which covers a
variety of traffic patterns and attack patterns. We have also use Xatu
to boost multiple detection solutions. Thus we believe Xatu can
boost attack detection at many ISPs. Ideally, we would have liked
to evaluate Xatu on more datasets, but large real traffic datasets
from ISPs are not publicly available, due to provider’s privacy con-
cerns. A few publicly available, real DDoS datasets (e.g., Merit [31],
CAIDA [9]), have only a handful of attacks, while machine learning
requires large datasets. Also, none of the public DDoS datasets have
accompanying detection signals from a commercial defense, which
we need for labeling.

9 CONCLUSION
Xatu leverages auxiliary signals that occur before DDoS attacks to
boost the effectiveness of existing CDet systems. Xatu uses a multi-
timescale LSTMmodel to learn both long-term and short-termweak
auxiliary signals, and survival analysis to achieve early detection
with low scrubbing overhead. Experimental results show that these
auxiliary signals bring huge gains in mitigation effectiveness (up
to 44.1% over CDet) with low scrubbing overhead. This means that,
with Xatu, customers would receive much faster DDoS mitigation,
without paying much more for scrubbing.
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A CUSUM
The CUSUM [27] is a sequential analysis technique that involves
the calculation of a cumulative sum and is used for anomaly detec-
tion. Given observations for a process {𝑥𝑖 }𝑁𝑖=1 with a mean of ` and
a standard deviation of 𝜎 , the normalized observations {𝑍𝑖 }𝑁𝑖=1 can
be derived from 𝑍𝑖 =

1
𝜎 (𝑥𝑖 − ` − NUMSTD · 𝜎), where NUMSTD

denotes howmany standard deviations is the given value over what
is expected for normal distribution. The CUSUM values 𝑆𝑛 is calcu-
lated from the normalized observation with 𝑆𝑛 = max(0, 𝑆𝑛−1+𝑍𝑛).
When the value of 𝑆𝑛 exceeds a certain threshold value, an anomaly
in value has been found.

Instead, we use CUSUM in combination with attack labels to
mark attack start6. The mean ` and a standard deviation 𝜎 are
estimated by the bytes within the hour before the attack. Given a
known attack, we select a more aggressive parameter in CUSUM
to detect minor anomalies so that CUSUM could provide enough
ground truth of anomalous traffic before attacks. In specific, we
select NUMSTD = 1 for UDP, DNS Amplification attacks and
NUMSTD = 0.5 for TCP ACK, TCP SYN, TCP RST, and ICMP
attacks. However, the aggressive parameter is likely to cause high
false positive cases if applied to normal time. Thus, CUSUM alone
cannot be used as an early detection solution.

B AUXILIARY SIGNAL OBSERVATION
Activity of potential attack sources increases closer to the
attacks. Auxiliary signals can bring different early detection ben-
efits for different attacks. Figure 15 shows the 25th, 50th, and 75th
percentile of blocklisted sources, previous attackers, and spoofed
sources that sent any traffic to customers in our dataset, in the ten
days preceding the attack. As we approach the actual attack, the
percentage of potential attack sources increases. For instance, from
five days prior to one day prior to the attack, the median percent-
age of blocklisted sources increases from 66.7% to 92.9%, previous
attackers increases from 64% to 86.7%, and spoofed sources increase
from 2% to 92.6%. During the same period, the volume of traffic from
these potential attack sources (not shown in the figure) increases to
16.2%, 27.1%, and 11.2% for blocklisted sources, previous attackers,
and spoofed sources.
Correlated attack occurrences across customers increase closer
to the attacks. Figure 16 illustrates these correlated attack occur-
rences, by showing the change in clustering coefficient [43], for a
group of customers that has been attacked by the same set of attack-
ers. The clustering coefficient ranges from 0 for customers being
attacked by non-overlapping attacker groups, to 1, for customers

6This does not mean that if we run CUSUM we would have 100% effectiveness. This
analysis was done in retrospect—that is CUSUM was applied on traffic before an attack
was detected by a CDet.
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(b) 𝑑𝑅 = 1.5.
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(c) 𝑑𝑅 = 2.5.

Figure 14: As the 𝑑𝑅 value increases, the anomalous ramps up towards a customer quicker.

(a) Blocklists. (b) Previous attacks. (c) Spoof.

Figure 15: Increasing reappearance of attacker IP addresses over time (The error bar shows 25th, 50th, and 75th percentile of
attacks based on the % attackers on the day -10.)

Figure 16: Clustering coefficient of attackers and customers.

being attacked by identical attackers. We only show customers that
have some overlapping attacker groups (clustering coefficient larger
than 0). The median clustering coefficient in our example shows an
increase from 4.8 × 10−3 at 15 minutes before attack detection to
11.8 × 10−3 at the time of CDet’s detection.

C LOSS FUNCTION
We adopt the loss function [89] based on survival analysis. The
detailed mathematical formulation is as follows.

Let {(𝒙𝑖 , 𝑐𝑖 , 𝑡𝑖 )}𝑁
𝑖=1 denotes a set of time series, where 𝒙𝑖 =

(𝒙𝑡1, 𝒙
𝑡
2, . . . , 𝑥

𝑡
𝑛) indicates the 𝑖th time series of feature vectors; 𝑐𝑖

indicates whether the 𝑖th of time series has an attack (𝑐𝑖 = 1) or not
(𝑐𝑖 = 0); 𝑡𝑖 denotes the time whether the 𝑖th time series is detected

as an attack or the end of time series for a normal time series. 𝑁
denotes the size of the dataset. In our scenario, survival time 𝑇 is
the length of time before the attack happens, so the survival proba-
bility 𝑆𝑡 = 𝑃{𝑇 ≥ 𝑡} indicates the probability of no attack by time 𝑡 .
The goal of learning is to train a mapping function between a time
series (𝒙𝑖 , 𝑐𝑖 , 𝑡𝑖 ) and the probability of a target customer having no
attack by time 𝑡 , i.e. survival probability 𝑆𝑡 .

Given dataset {(𝒙𝑖 , 𝑐𝑖 , 𝑡𝑖 )}𝑁
𝑖=1, a simple but non-trivial maximum

likelihood model [89] to estimate survival probability 𝑆𝑡 will be
(1) If a time series 𝑖 has the attack label (𝑐𝑖 = 1), the likelihood
function seeks to make the detection earlier than when the anomaly
starts, i.e., maximizing 𝑃{𝑇 < 𝑡𝑖 }; (2) if a time series 𝑖 does not
have the attack label (𝑐𝑖 = 0), the likelihood function aims to
make no detection till the end of the time series, i.e., maximizing
𝑃{𝑇 ≥ 𝑡𝑖 }. Thus, the joint likelihood function for a sample 𝑖 is
𝑃{𝑇 < 𝑡𝑖 }𝑐

𝑖

· 𝑃{𝑇 ≥ 𝑡𝑖 }1−𝑐
𝑖

. For the convenience of mathematical
formulation, we introduce the hazard rate _𝑡 = 𝑃{𝑇 = 𝑡 |𝑇 ≥ 𝑡} that
refers to the instantaneous rate of an attack at time 𝑡 given that no
attack observed before time 𝑡 . In discrete observation time where
𝑃{𝑇 = 𝑡} = 𝑆𝑡−1 − 𝑆𝑡 , then 𝑆𝑡 = 𝑒−

∑𝑡
𝑘=1 _𝑡 . Therefore, the loss

function L in the form of negative log-likelihood over the whole
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data is

L =

𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1

[− ln(𝑃{𝑇 < 𝑡𝑖 }𝑐
𝑖

· 𝑃{𝑇 ≥ 𝑡𝑖 }1−𝑐
𝑖

)]

=

𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1

[− ln ((1 − 𝑆𝑡𝑖 )𝑐
𝑖

· 𝑆𝑡𝑖 1−𝑐
𝑖

)]

=

𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1

[(
𝑡𝑖∑︁
𝑡=1

_𝑡 ) − 𝑐𝑖 ln (𝑒−
∑𝑡𝑖

𝑘=1 − 1)] .

In order to minimize the loss function, the LSTM is adopted
for understanding the time series of features 𝒙𝑖 , 𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑁 to
estimate the hazard rate _𝑡 and survival probability 𝑆𝑡 .

D FEATURE SELECTION
We collect traffic features related to ports and countries of traffic
source as below. These ports and countries in our NetFlow are
prevalent in our NetFlow and take up over 95% of traffic respec-
tively.

• Ports: 0, 53, 80, 123, 443
• Countries of traffic source: US, IN, SA, CN, GB, NL, FR, DE,
BR, CA

E BREAKDOWN OF A1’S CONTRIBUTION
As our A1 auxiliary signals (blocklisted sources) includes 11 cate-
gories of blocklists, Figure 17 shows the breakdown of their con-
tribution to effectiveness improvement for different attack types.
The three most prevalent categories—DDoS source blocklist, bot
blocklist, and scanner blocklist—improve the 10th by 9%–237% the
50th by 1%–9.4% among UDP, TCP ACK, TCP SYN, TCP RST attacks.
The rest of the blocklists together also achieve a similar effective-
ness improvement among these attack types. DNS Amplification
and ICMP attacks benefit less from different blocklists with no im-
provement on the 10th and the 50th effectiveness. The former is
because the source of attack traffic, DNS resolvers’ IP addresses, are
unlikely to be in blocklists; The latter is because the easy-to-detect
signals, which achieve 100% effectiveness with only volumetric
signals, allow no further room for effectiveness improvement with
blocklists.

F DATA SPLIT
Table 2 in Appendix F shows the number of attacks in the training,
validation, and testing datasets for each attack type.

% Train. Val. Test.
UDP 26.3% 1.3K 530 944
TCP ACK 62.0% 3.6K 1.1K 1.9k
TCP SYN 1.4% 81 24 44
TCP RST 1.1% 42 12 64
DNS Amp 7.2% 382 118 270
ICMP 2.0% 81 49 82
Total 100% 5.6K 1.8K 3.3K
Table 2: # of various types of attacks.

Figure 17: Contribution of A1 aux. signals.

G VISUALIZING 𝑑𝑅

We vary the rate by varying 𝑑𝑅 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥

��� d𝑣𝑜𝑢𝑡d𝑡

���—the speed of rate
increase from one time period (1 minute) to the next [52]. For
example, a 𝑑𝑅 = 1 would mean that the attack rate doubles each
minute, while a 𝑑𝑅 = 0.5 means it increases by 50% each minute.
We visualize how anomalous traffic is changed with three different
𝑑𝑅 values in Figure 14.

H SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
We conduct sensitivity analysis on different parameters used by
Xatu, focusing on UDP attacks. Other attacks were tested but show
similar trends.
Xatu is independent of CDet. We show that Xatu is independent
of the underlying defense mechanism, by considering an open-
source detection system FastNetMon [64] (denoted by FNM). We
see in Figure 18(a) that the effectiveness of both NetScout and FNM
are about the same (75.2%–78.5%median effectiveness). Xatu trained
using labels generated by NetScout and FNM has comparable ef-
fectiveness (and detection delay, not shown). In both cases, Xatu
offers significant improvements over the detection system alone.
This shows that Xatu is only dependent on the attack detection
system during the training/validation phase.
Xatu derives benefits from both short-term and long-term
auxiliary signals. We perform analysis on the contributions of the
three LSTM models, where we train Xatu without one of the LSTM
models (LSTMShort, LSTMMed and LSTMLong), to understand their
contribution. Figure 18(b) shows that LSTMShort has the highest
contribution, as it improves the median effectiveness by 7.1%. This
is also reflected in the detection delay (not shown in Figure), where
themedian delay decreases by 2minutes. Further, short-term signals
really help the 10th percentile effectiveness, where the effectiveness
improves by 51.2%. This is expected as we have seen in §3 that recent
traffic behavior has a stronger signal for early attack detection. On
the other hand, LSTMMed and LSTMLong contribute less, but still
improve early detection of the tail-end of attacks. They improve
the 10th percentile of effectiveness by 3.5% and 9.6%.
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(a) Impact when CDet is changed. (b) LSTM contribution. (c) Choice of timescales for LSTM models.

(d) Contribution of survival model. (e) Different hidden units in LSTM. (f) Choice of time length for LSTM models.

Figure 18: Sensitivity analysis on various components of Xatu (UDP attacks).

Aggregating at different timescales provides a good approx-
imation. Earlier in §4, we described the need for three different
timescales, to improve performance. To see the impact of different
timescales,Figure 18(c) shows effectiveness for two additional con-
figurations of timescales—one where (TSShort, TSMed, TSLong) are
tuned to the smaller timescale of interval (1, 5, 10) and the other
with a larger timescale of interval (10, 60, 120). We find that having
a smaller timescale has a lower 10th percentile effectiveness (88%)
when compared to the timescales chosen for Xatu (92.1%). On the
other hand, we see a bigger drop in 10th percentile effectiveness
by using larger timescales for all attacks (60.3%), which is a 31.5%
drop in effectiveness when compared with the timescales chosen
for evaluating Xatu. This is expected, as the larger timescale aggre-
gates the features more coarsely, and is less able to detect feature
variations. We also conduct a grid search for different combination
of TSMed and TSLong, and find our current selection achieves top
effectiveness.
Survival analysis model assists Xatu to have high effective-
ness. Xatu uses the survival analysis model as a loss function to
balance effectiveness with overhead. To understand its contribution,
we compare Xatu when it is trained using a binary cross-entropy
loss function (classification-based approach). We see that Xatu with
the survival model outperforms the classification model. The sur-
vival has higher median effectiveness by 8.7% , and the 10th per-
centile effectiveness improves by 37.5%. This is also reflected in the
90th percentile detection delay (not shown in the figure), where the
survival model helps detect these attacks 3 minutes earlier than the
classification model.
Hidden units. To estimate the optimal number of hidden units for
the LSTMmodels, we start off with 50 hidden units, then 100 hidden

units, followed by increments of 100 hidden units till we reach 300
hidden units, as shown in Figure 18(e). For all these configurations,
the median and 90th percentile effectiveness are high (nearly 100%).
However, Xatu with a low number of hidden units affects the 10th
percentile effectiveness—where the effectiveness is just 80.2% for 50
hidden units. As we increase the number of hidden units, the 10th
percentile effectiveness improves. We find the best effectiveness
of 88% with 200 hidden units, and we use this configuration in
the evaluation. We also observe that by increasing the number
of hidden units further, the 10th percentile effectiveness does not
change, thus 200 is sufficient. We further conduct a grid search
for the number of hidden units from 50 to 1000 and find that any
number between 150 and 700 will well satisfy our purpose.
Time length. As Figure 15 and Figure 16 show potential attack
sources are active up to 10 days before the attacks, we further
validate that observation on the choice of time length in LSTM
models. Figure 18(f) depicts the effectiveness under different time
lengths including 5 days, 10 days, and 15 days before the attacks.
We see a 6% drop in the 10th percentile effectiveness in a smaller
time lengths. This is expected as the 5-day time lengths cannot well
capture the complicated time trends of tail cases. On the other hand,
we find little effectiveness improvement in 15-day time length. Thus,
collecting a dataset with a longer time length is not necessary.
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